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KazMunaiGas Exploration Production
HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT
POLICY

KazMunaiGas Exploration Production JSC is aware of its responsibilities to ensure
safe working conditions, environmental protection, and nature conservation.
The Company’s Health, Safety and Environement Policy has been formulated
and adopted in accordance with the national development strategy, and sets out the
following targets:
1. Compliance with legislative and regulatory legal acts of the Republic of
Kazakhstan
2. Compliance with international laws and agreements governing oil companies
3. Constantly improve the status of health, safety and environment, and provide
control over achievement of targets set
4. Achieve results that would meet those of world’s top oil companies
5. Establish effective procedures to develop and implement programmes that would
continuously identify and help solve most critical problems
6. Minimize man-caused damage to environment that may be done by newly
commissioned facilities by improving the quality of FEED with regard to health,
safety and environment
7. Improve the effectiveness of operational control over compliance with
occupational safety requirements, and environmental monitoring based on
introduction of state-of-the-art information technology, engineering diagnostics
methods, and remote sensing
To attain the targets set the Company shall commit to:
1. Ensure that its employees act in accordance with effective Health, safety and
environment rules and regulations
2. Take any appropriate and commensurate measures to prevent accidents and mitigate
their consequences
3. Continuously and consistently improve performance which may impact
environment, employees and population
4. Ensure that natural resources are consumed in compliance with state-of-the-art
technology
5. Introduce up to date technology and scientific research results to reduce stage by
stage specific consumption of natural resources, materials and power at a maximum
production output
6. Make management and production-related decisions and implement those decisions
with specific attention paid to environmental aspects
7. Provide adequate control of the health and safety risks arising from Company
activities, its products and services it provides;
8. Act in accordance with international standards
9. Ensure that the contractors/subcontractors are governed by the same rules and
regulations as the Company
10. Engage all employees to be involved in resource-saving, and to take any
appropriate measure to encourage and train employees at production facilities

11. Regularly update all parties concerned on actions taken by the Company to ensure
health, safety and environment protection
12. Keep Company employees, public, executive bodies, regulatory bodies, partners
and any party concerned updated on any amendment to the Policy

